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The co&xtion of test ordinal invariant G on the category of regular 
topo@#ig v= ia de * spaces Ko, a Cc;31 dhed by 
F shown to% hsve this p~I,krty. “To establish Lt&s acollection bspa topslogicat 
e?m+icm for the sps in z tl;ie principal cx cd. In particuk, if X is a regular 
mqumtial +&ime and w(X) = a < ~1, then X ce 7: 6 $ such that the principal 
exte+i~q~of+T,+ &. Fwthermore, if X is a tial space which contains a copy 
of K&hen c(X)r a. A variety of sequential closure formulas are derived an@ sweral examples 
are ptesttked. 
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This paper is a continuation of the studies of the ordinal invariant 0, introdL;ed 
by Arhangel’skiT and Ffsnklin [l], on the category of sequential topological spaces. 
In [I] tbe cwjlectipq of example spaces 3” = (1ye: @ s IUX}, was constructed to present ” , 
the eqeptial Hructure of sequential spaces of order #3, for each j? G ol. It was also 
shqpn &at these spacq xvere mbedded in the example Sen of a sequential space 
ties is ZI=(&.J = ~1. A question posed in [ 
s for the ordinal iiivatiant V. Kannan [ 
alang with-many other important properties of the compact ordinal DC, that there 
the compact ordina! invaria ategory of k-spaces. 
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is the largest ordinal for which X serves as the .9et of kst &&& .fbr 0 ii &se &&se 
that sequential extensions suffice. That is, if u(X) = 00, then there &St% b sub&&e 
A df X such that the sequential extension of A is K,. With this Gewpoint &f u&g 
sequential extensions only, Kannan’s ~XZUI@~+ E~xnpl~ 5.6* shows K&+t. is not a 
test space because IPI does not con&in a sub+&e whCise’&quenti~l &G&iin iis; 
K oo+l and cr(Br) = 00 + 1, Examples of spaces X far which d(X) = /$ and KS does 
not suffice as a test space in the above sense are e&y cbn&mcted~ The’diffi&ty 
here, as we have determined, is that this viewpoint! of a test space is too narrow 
m that only sequential extension!: are considered. 
IIe primary discovery here is the expanded view of ;test spaces provided by 
considering another topological extension for a space X in ‘the set gV ScaNed the 
principal extension, p(X). This new extension is d&lied .id a very natural manner 
using thr spaces in 5% Thus, this paper provides- the unexpected-.expansion of 
Arhangel’skii and Franklin’s Proposition 3.1 [I], to aI1 countable tirdinais. That is, 
the spaces in JW are test spaces as follows: if V(X) * #$, then there is .a subspace of 
X, Ts E 9 such that the principal extension of r~ is i& and further if X contains 
K,, then cr(XJa 0~. Thus the question of Arhangel’ski~ and Franklin relating to test 
spaces for CT is answered affirmatively here and the remark (g) on pagk 197 of [lo] 
is corrected. 
Additional properties of sequential order of subspaces and a variqty of formulas 
for the sequential closure operator are presented in Section 4. We have tried to 
incfude some of the examples, in Section S, that were helpful to us in mr study of 
the sometimes tricky sequential cbsures and a. For example, a new vkw of & is 
presented and we show t&c-n 1 ra..are no convenient test spaces for spaces .X such that 
1T$C) = WI. 
2. Prelimindes 
S.P. Franklin laid the foundatiorzs of thee study of sequential spaces in his works 
[6] and [7]. Some of the other paped which contain results related to this work 
are [1, 8-l l] and cardinal invariants in [4] and monotonicit~ of o in [S]. The 
definitions of scme ef the essential notions involved in this paper $are repeated here 
to facilitate referencing b!d the reader and to make the paper mon? self-contained. 
The following concepts are fully defined and developed in [I]. If A is a subset of 
1 space X, then A’- - A and A’ is the set of all points of X which are 
encc!s in A. Suppose for each ordinal a C& A” has been 
A’ = U{Aa: a <p) and if p is a non-h&t sa 
(/VI’. In fact, from [I], X is sequential iff for each A c 
e ordinal invariant m is defined on 
S.A. r, J&Y 
‘Piofr~bn:*lb3 uf [I] states: _” .,’ ’ 
[I] and [9] we abwtdmt 
o repeat he definitions 
[l]. (Every JC* s 
we mean” some space in the set of s 
above definition. 
In a sequential space X, the srquentid order at p is 
c@, X) = inf{cu : p E B” whenever pE cl(B), for each B c X} 
This is the sequential version of an ordinal funct on defined by Kannan [9, Definition 
2.141, which we would call compact order at a int. For an ordinal a G (ul, a space 
X is a T,-space provided there exists a one te one sequentially continuous function 
f from K, onto X such that a(~, Kp) = a(f@), X). Let Yh be the collection of al1 
T&spaces, and let $=A ‘~{Z&: o <WI}. The sequential extension of 2 space X is 
der.dted by s(X). For a T&pace X, s(X) may fail to be a K, only in that the 
topology of s(X) may be a coarser topology. It will have every convergent sequence 
that K, has. but possibly more. A sequence in a T,-space is a principal sequeme, 
if it%, the image under f of a convergent sequence in K,. The principal extension 
of ti &-space jrr, p(X), is the space X retopologized such that the function f, from 
the definition, is a quotient mapping. Since f itL one to one, p(X) = K,, That is, the 
principal extension of the T,-space X has thf;: weak topology generated by the 
collection of principal sequences, as the sequential extension is generated by all 
convergent sequences, A space X G & c 5 is called a pre-K, space because p(X) = 
Ka. The spaces K’ E %!‘, @ < 01 will be the test spaces for infinite sequential order 
at, in Theorem 3.2, a(X) 5 /3 implies there exists T’a E 5’ such that 
TO is a subspace of X (p( pie) = A$,) All spaces are assumed to be WausdorfI. 
The following properties of the spaces K,x were used at various points in this 
paper, and are listed here for easy reference. 
Proprty 2.6. A regular space is cmmtably eolleetionwise Hausdofl, in that if 
( pi : i E N) is any countable set such that m p& is Q cluster pin? of the set, thea there 
exists acol!ectioz; ofdisjoint opea sets (Ur : i E N} such that pi E L&for each i E N. 
Some examples are mentioned here to put the following results in perspective. 
pace of p petals in Example 5.5 is a simple mnstruction of a spa* X 
suck that v(X) = & and X is not a copy of i;cs. Also in Exapple 5.1, &,, of [‘j) is 
shown to be homeomorpKc t3 the simpler space § of [4) and firtibq9.evm thou@ 
0(S) =0(&J = ~1, neither S nor can be a test space for sequential Spaces Of 
older ~1. Finally the presen; test spaces in terms of pte-Km verelws Ka is 
established in [lS] a e paper by Rajagopalan [ll] in which 8 cpmpact 
sequential space of sequential order 2, which does not contain $2 is preser+d. The 
Its contained in [I I] answered several open questions relating ts sequential 
order. 
3. Test spaces 
The following Iemma is the essential step in establishing the spaces KB, fl Colt 
as the test spaces f sequeWia1 spaces of infinite or n 6881. The lenlmu 
if x E c&I) c X, we denote by a(A, x)-the least ~~,r&nal 
The preceding lemma can be restated in the folbowing form: IEf A is a subs3 cd 
zt scquentiai spaceX an.9 ~lt E A”+’ -;Aus then there exists a pre-K&+1, Ta+l, in AC’S’1 
whose base point is x and the is&ted &ints of Tm+l are in A, We use this form 
of the lemrrn~ rend the following se paration axiom, due to Frank Tall [ 123, to prove 
the main tM@feti, A Hausdorff space is w&My Ho-collectkwawise Hausckxff if for 
every IWsed discrete subspace of, caidinaiisjl &, there exist mutually disjoint open 
sets abut- & of tlie ptiirrt$~ of ~?he s&pace, Many spaces including countably 
pamxmpact-spa&s [lzf and ~e@lw spaces (Property 2.6) have this property. We 
are now pre$arled to show’ that ‘if the sequential. order of a space is (x, then 3t has 
8 SubspaCe whose principal extension is a &. 
Proof. Let X be a regular sequential space where es(X) = QI <wr. Suppose (Y is a 
non-limit ordinal, say ‘& = @ + 1. Since a(X) = cy = #!# + 1, there exists a set A such 
that A”*‘-A@ # F)s By Lemma 3.1 of this patier and Proposition 3.1 of [1], there 
is a pre4C”, Y@, in A” with base point x EA@+’ -4’ and isolated points of T, in 
A. NOW suppose ti is a limit oidinrsrl, Let {yi} be a sequence of non-&nit ordinals 
su& that yd + (o. F’or each &, let yf L qd + 1, For yg there exists a set A c X such that 
+#,+I A -A*1 # 0, i3y Lern~~ 3.1, let T,,-be ot pre,K, in A ‘1 with by.se point x1 
and isolated points in A; SupposeS”tha@ for “i = I, 2, . . . , n - 1, a pre-A& ‘I& has 
been determined in X with distinct base points .;Ic~, x2, . . . , xn -1, Let Xi = 
x qs*, $29 . I) l , x,-1}. Since a(rY,) = QI, there exists a set A ~ PE, such that Aqm+’ - 
Aqfh jr, 8. rj[*htis there is by Eenairna 3.1, a pre- , Tyn in .A& with base point x,, E A%* 
and isolated poihk in A. Thus for it <croo, there is a pre4&, Ty,,, in X with base 
point and xi P for i 7Ls j. Let T ={x$: i<w,). T has no cluster points, then 
winCe is weakly -collectionwise Hausdorff, the is a disjoint collection of open 
set? f &: f* ~a) I&& Mt xi E Ii& -for eidk i. 15 T has a cluster point, tliere is a 
subs verges to sonrie point. Thus since is Hausdorff there 
is a n sets each containin one point of t 
(hnmrent 33. If it would suffice to generate 3pre-KB in X, for each fl(~1, without 
regard to intersections or shared cluster points, the latter part of the pre&ding 
proof is not necessary and Hausdorff would suffice, me difficulty in this would be 
to sort the essential parts of the pre-KB; s&sp~ces to apemble a pre-K,: We have 
the foliowing coroilary for l-lausdorfl spaces. We do not knuw if the following is 
true for timait Ordinals. 
CoroGorg( 3.4. 1’ X ;is Q Hausdqf sequential space where s(X),= ct axed ar is a 
,wn-fimit cw!inai. thicn A’ contuins apre-Km. 
Comment 3.5. From the preceding lemma, if V(X) = &a)~ then X contains apre-Km, 
for each a < wl. However, § (in Example 5.1) is a countable homQgcneous space 
such that a(Sf = ol. Since K,, [l] is uncountable, a pre-Km, is not contained in S. 
Thus K,,,, is not a test space for spaces of sequential cjrder ~1~ Also every point in 
S is the base point of another space S and thus the ba.~ point of a K# far a non&mit 
ordinal as large as you wish. l%nce a pre-S could not be embedded in”K*~ where 
each point has countable sequential order. Hence S is not a test space for sequential 
spaces of order w 8. The proof c)f the preceding theorem does not hold far QC = ~1 
because there does not exist a sequence of countable ordinals converging to ~1. 
This secTion is completed by proving that if a sequential space contains a copy 
of KS9 thw CT(X) 3 & Again this can be viewed as an extension of [l] to infinite 
ordinals. The following Iemrna is presented separately from the main construct&x 
lemma because itdescribes the process involved in a modified proof of Cl% Proposi- 
tion 3.11. In particular, in t e proof of Proposition 3.1 of [l] the set 1;: -‘(L,, uL,+) 
may be empty. The foliowing proof takes this possibility into account and proves 
a more general statement for points which are not necessarily tk base point. This 
lemma is frequently used in the inductiain argument of the maim constructlon lemma. 
et 0 be that %se point of the subspace 22,. 
such thatpE{q: j<o~)‘-*-~. 
For each yi E&,-I let l& 
is finite for each j and i 
B c L,-, AntB=Eb,Ai-A i 
PEA&-~. Let S,(b) be t 
T=S,,--m-lu B L’ ft_! (S, $5): b E 43)) 
that TnA = 8, and again in this case the is 
(L L”-..“Pdk-*-* n--m u 
th 
bask point. Let 
Proof. We first consider K,+l = (0) v (U {I$&: j E I;“J)J, where K,, is attiached at its 
base point to I/j in St, as a subspace of a sequential space x tef p E I’ fur Some 
k < @a +- 1 and k is a non-limit ordinal. Let (pi} be a sequence in I&-’ that converges 
t0 p. If ‘Lpi} iscofinaliy in L,j;-’ (m) for some m (=nJ, then p&~(m), because the 
subspaces Knj are separated by disjoint open sets. Since p E 2$(m), p # 0. Let 
A. ==L,&I), and let T =(O}u(~~(K,,: ttj > WI}). 33~1 p E Ak, for k s m and T is a 
neighborhood of the base point 0 of K”+l such that T n A = 8. 
Otherwise suppose {pi} is not coAnally Fa L~?+x) for any m. Then there is a 
subsequence {n j,) of {n,) such that pi E L#:,;\ (nii) and since there are only finitely 
nnany pi for any nj, ctrtlsider only one gi for each nf,. By the previous lemma there 
exists a countable set A,, c L&Q) for t <k - 1 and a neighborhood T,, of the base 
point Oi of K.,i such that T,, <I Avi = f?l and pi E A$V Then A = U {A,: i < ~0) 
is a countable set such that y E Ak and 
T = (0) u (up,,: ni f tri for any i}\ u UT+ i G WO}) 
is a neighborhood of the base point 0 in K&, 1 such that T n A .= 8. 
P’he induction ~ypot~~~~~~ is as follows. Suppose for each CT e & if p 6 I: for some 
y < W, where Ia is t e set of isolated points ol:’ Kfl, then there exists a countable set 
A, CT &(a ,I (for same y <a, such that p E At for some S G y and there is a 
of K, such that “r, n A, = f3. 
there exists a collntable set A,,, c L,Jq,) for some ‘yc < dt such that pi E 
ne&b&& TW8 of’ the base point O,, of K, such t t Tqjj r\ A1,, = 
A =U(A,,: jEN} is a countable set such th PEA* 
{Cb} u (1 J {& : qr # q$ v (U {T, .: j E N}) is a nei hborhood of 0 in KB such that 
T R A = 0. This compktes the proof. 
T&&em &$. If KB is a subsptm of a sequential space X, then a(X) s/3. 
Proof. If /9 = q + 1 is a non-limit ordinal, let 0 be the basz p&nt of the K@ = 
{C1) v (1 J {K%: sup s7i = q}) subspace with set of isolated points I. 
the previous lemma, if p E I’” for Q! <& there exists a countable set A c 
u WV&: SUP % = F) such that p EAT and an open neighborhood T of 0 such that 
T nA = 8. Tk+, i?d Imp for each a <& Hen& 0 E I”*’ -I”. Since I is a set in X 
such that I”‘+’ --I’ it@, a(Xj a@. If /3 is a limit ordinal and KS is the disjoint 
topological sum of Km such that sup vi = #3, then P = U &, is a set such that I” is 
not closed for each cy <@ because 1:, is not closed in Kvi for some vi > cy. Thus 
cc(X) a j?L This completes the proof. 
In summary, the spaces &, fl e: w1 serve as the test spaces for sequential spaces 
of ccuntable order because from Theorems 3.2 and 3.8, if X is regular and 
a(X) = Q < wl, then X contains a pre-K, and if Ke is a subspace of a sequential 
space X, then a(X) 2.p. 
4. Fomwlas for sequcdaf dosure operators and sequential order of subspaces 
The sequential Closure opcratcr behaves in an unusual manner when it is restricted 
to subsets. In particular, .Bz = B” n A is an improper definition, even for a closed 
subset A. An a,ppropriate definition of the sequential closure operator for a set B 
in a subset J% would be obtained from taking no limits outside of the set A and 
take only limits of sequences in A. mat is,Wfs = (B n A)l n A, and if Bl-* is 
defined, let S”, = (BOW’)’ RA. For a non-limit QL = y + 1, k3: = fBi)‘nA and for 
a limit ordinal 151t, Bz = U {.Bs : fi 9 a}. This operator generates sequential closures 
in A inde~n~e~t~y.of points oti’rside A. See allso Remarks Z.3,2 of [lo]. In particular 
z+ ” n A, even if ip is closed. An in %2 is let = ((0, Oj, (I9 0)) and 
t B = {(I, O)}u((l/n, 3./~8+ n, m E IV). ‘Ftaen 
Proof, Let A be open. Since s*, c B” n A, let p ct B” n A. &et @ be the least ordinai 
such that p @ A _A i Theta #? = y + I is a non-limit mdinal by the definition of B@. 
Since p E B -W, by Lemma 3.6 there exiists a pfe-nU, T& in B’,witfin,ba$egoint 
JI amd i&md points in &. Since p E P% and A is open, Tk = T&J nA is a gke-.K~ in 
A with base int ipa Let T* be the set of isolated paitrts in T;b* Then p E (r”& 
%ce T*cC (T*)+=(P)” L AC Bz* Thus p E Bz and wz have R$ = B” n A. Con- 
srersely, sup& A is not wn. The:tr there exists a sequence [p,) which is not 
eventually in A, but p)n +p EA. Let 23 = {pk: p&A}. T’h~n p $B’nIp, but 33: = 
(I.3 n A)’ nA =T 8.. Thus there is a se B 3 such that B: 3e B’ n A. This cmkpletes 
the proof. 
The sequential invariant Q has pe&iar praperties with respect o unions,, sub- 
spaces and usual clmrm of sequent:{4 subspaces, in relation to the order & the 
space. For instance in $2, if A is the :C e of isolated points (open set) ,akd B = Sz - A 
(elmed set), then ~(~4) = 0 and ~(63‘ -= 1. Thus a(A LJ B) # e(A) + a(B),, where A 
is open, B is closed, A LJ I3 = Sz and. A A B = 8. Very little can be said about the 
sequential prol;vties of the union of sequential subspaces. For mmple, the 
non-sequentia! space sf Arens, 
is tne union of two sequential (in fact, discrete) subspaces X and Y’ sue;h that 
X n Y = $3, v(X) = 0, a(Y) = 8 and o(A) does not exist. With respect o ciosures, 
if I is the set of isolated pints of K#, for any /9 G 01, then a(I) = 0 and rrkl(l)) = /3. 
Thus the sequential srd t of a dense set is in no way r&t&j to the ordir of the space. 
The fotlowi p which also appears as Theorem 5,1.7(b) uf [ 7101, is an 
i;litial step in of the monotsnic&y of v on seq~e~~ia~ subspaces and 
~o~~t~tut~~ a a~ti~~ an er to the gmMem: if J% c B and A and Is are sequential 
aces of a space under what conditions is c(A) G cp(.El)? 
The examples mentioned in the introduction are prp;se:lted here, Exa;nple 5.1 
is riot sekktained an8 req&& both [’ 7 A1 and [4] for full explanations of the 
w&~&Us used. I& hope that enough has heen retained so that the reader may 
ccmva&titlycs~e that SQt 2nd S are homeomdrphic. Example 5.2 is called the Daisy 
Space of #!I petals and sin&y preslents a space of order p which is not a I$. It is 
much like a sequential fan witif @paces S,,, II 4 ~0 substituted for the constant SI. 
Example 53 is the space Br of Kannan [IO, p. 1971 and is repeated in this paper 
for completeness. 
Example 5.2, 7k Daisy Space of #? pet& A space X stich tht’@&&3 anat X 
is not KS* . ‘,_ 
Let X be the space obtained by attaching the base paints of e&h ,Sn where n EN 
to the zero of S1. CThk is similar to the sequent& fan except he qk%s +%acMd 
are Sn, for each n E NJ If I = U (In : I, is the set bf is&&xI p&$s- in ‘&), than 
&(I) = P, 0 E I’ and Ik is not cl! sed, fsr each k E AL The extension to any ;e3 G01 
is clear. 
;Irhe space & [IO, p. 1971. 
1 is obtained irectly from the space K&,+1 by altering the neighbor- 
hoc3 base at the base point 0, of KWll in the followin manner, For e&cl3 n< oo, 
let 
A zet U containing 0 is opeli if and only if it contains ome A, rand u --{a} is 
open as a mbspace of 4K&,+l. Then B1 is a Hausdoti sequential space &A% that 
~(4) = wo + 1 and which does not contain a subspace whose sequential e,x~e&m 
is KW+I. 
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